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jbridge sets up the 32-bit bridge.cfg file for you automatically. once the 32-bit bridge.cfg is created, you can load up your 64-bit plugins using bridge. it is very simple to set up the 32-bit bridge.cfg file. i'm using a 64bit bridge on a 32bit pc. my vsts refuse to load and i've tried the uninstall/reinstall
approach. i've also tried copying the jbridge folder to my desktop (which i did in the folder) and adding the folder as a sub-folder to the vstplugins folder (which i didn't do in the folder). if i understand correctly, bridge automatically sets up the bridge.cfg file for you. is there any reason you

wouldn't want to do this? if i'm right, i'm not sure why your vsts are not working. i'm not sure how to help you with that but maybe someone else can. jbridge now works with many audio drivers that openmpt used to require. also you can now install plugins without having to uninstall old ones. this
is a huge plus for us since we are getting more and more vst plugins. i installed jbridge on a test system i have setup. i can say that it works like a charm for me. i have a creative soundblaster x-fi card that i have been trying out a vst plugin that is supposed to work with the card. the new version
of jbridge is so nice because it can take control of 64bit plugins in 32bit operating systems. i have the 32bit version of jbridge and i installed the 64bit version. i am using a 32bit program called virtualdub that is the 64bit version. it is not that i need that but it is the best way to show how jbridge

works. anyways, i have a 64bit plugin called a vst and jbridge can take control of it. when i try to load this plugin into vdub or any other 32bit program i get a message that says "sorry, the plugin could not be loaded. (plugin has 64bit plug-in name but is 32bit operating system. the name has to be
changed using a patch for 64bit." this is the message i get. i have tried to change the name and load it into vdub but it says it cant be loaded. a 64bit plugin should work in a 32bit operating system if it only has a 32bit name because it will not have the word 64bit in it. because the name is 32bit it
wont work in a 64bit operating system. i have checked the name of the plugin in the 64bit version of jbridge and it has the name of the plugin with the word 64bit in it. this is not the case in the 32bit version. i have tried a number of different things and no matter what i do it still wont work. this is
the only plugin that i have had to deal with and i have another 64bit plugin that it can take control of and that works fine. the other plugin that it takes control of has the word 64bit in it. i think that the problem is that the old plugin in my vdub or the 32bit program has the word 32bit in it. i am not
sure why it is like that but it is the only one that i have come across that has that problem. i have tried to change the name of the plugin in vdub but it says that it cant be loaded. i have tried this with other plugins and this is the only one that i have encountered that has this problem. i would like
to thank you for all of your work on jbridge. i really enjoy it. after i read the tutorial i was able to see that i could control 64bit plugins in 32bit operating systems and i could use the 64bit version of jbridge. i am so happy that i found a solution to my problem. it would really be nice if jbridge could

take control of the 64bit plugins that i have in my 32bit operating system. this would be very helpful.
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the plugin is very useful to get around the limited space on my pc and the time required to load all the vsts on my (admittedly, old) machine. i've been using the separate versions of openmpt for the past few years, and they work well, but they are limited in their functionality. so i upgraded to the
full version of jbridge. with a few simple changes to my openmpt configuration, i could finally load and use all of my vsts. i've been using the audio recorder for some time now, and i love the ease at which i can load my vsts into it, with the full version of jbridge. since upgrading, i've been able to

add plugins to my audio recorder and use them with the full version of jbridge. it's really a great tool for people like me who want to use vsts in a midi work flow without getting bogged down in the host. the only complaint i have is that the author does not provide very detailed documentation, but
that's a minor inconvenience. overall, i'm glad i upgraded to the full version of jbridge. my experience with jbridge has been positive so far. jbridge is a very reliable app that works very well with my current projects. i am able to run 32-bit plugins without any problems. the best feature i like about
jbridge is that i can run 32-bit plugins without having to install any additional libraries. jbridge is also very responsive. it loads/unloads plugins very quickly. on my windows 7 box, jbridge is using only 13mb of memory, which is good for me on my limited machine. 1. jbridge will make the vst-host

compatible to run the vst in your system. you just need to select 32-bit plugins with jbridge to make the vst-host run it. you will not be able to run the plugin in 64bit hosts. 5ec8ef588b
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